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ABSTRACT
Including users in large participatory innovation
projects together with professional innovators such
as designers, marketing professionals, engineers etc.
puts a strain on the user that might not like to be the
focus of attention.
With point of departure in two cases, one from
business and a student project, the paper illustrates
and discusses the use of personas as a mean to get
users involved in innovation, address their needs,
and be a platform that gives all participants equal
involvement.
INTRODUCTION
The persona method is viewed as a way for designers to
step into the users’ shoes and understand their everydayand work life, a creative way of injecting accurate
information about real users into product development
(Pruitt and Adlin 2006). In this paper I present a novel
way of involving real users in the innovation process
using personas, role-playing, and immersion. Two
workshops are described and analysed in an attempt to
explain one of the ways in which innovation and user
participation can be addressed and oriented towards
acting out the future.
THE STATE OF PERSONAS

Most literature on the persona method originates from
IT-systems development (Nielsen 2004, Mulder and Yar
2006, Pruitt and Adlin 2006, Cooper et.al. 2007). Here
the persona description is used as the foundation for
outlining a scenario that investigates the use of an ITsystem from the particular persona’s point of view.
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The persona descriptions are a tool to get designers to
understand users and a mental aid for them to look at
problems. In addition the method gives direction to the
design process (Cooper et al 2007). Central to the
method is the persona description that depicts a unique
character with specific details. There is not an
unequivocal definition of the persona description and
what it is used for; it can be defined by the persona’s
goals and the relationship to the product to be designed
(Cooper et al. 2007), it can be defined by work-goals and
here the description has an exact relation to the data
(Grudin and Pruitt 2006), or with data as foundation the
method uses the relationship between character and story
to create a vivid description of fictitious characters. The
vivid description prevents the designer in perceiving the
user as a stereotype and at the same time enables
identification with the personas through the active
engagement in the description (Nielsen 2011).
The purposes of using personas are manifold; the method
enables a focused design and is a communication tool
that ends discussions. Personas can communicate
information from market analysis, user tests and
prototypes to all participants in a project (Grudin and
Pruitt 2006). The persona description balances between
data, knowledge of use and use situations, and fictitious
information added to further engagement thus becoming
a remedy against automated thinking in the design
process (Nielsen 2011).
THE SCENARIO

The scenario plays a central part in the persona method,
it is in the scenario that design ideas are evoked and
tested. Even though scenarios have been around for some
time there is no single definition in common use. At the
broad level, there seems to be agreement that scenarios
are stories.
In the persona method, the persona is the focal point of
the scenario and not the IT-system. Here the authors
suggest different types of scenarios. Cooper et al. (2007)
propose a progression from initial, high-level scenarios
to more and more detailed ones with increasing emphasis
on the user-product interaction. As a part of this
www.swinburne.edu.au/design/PIN-C/

progression, they distinguish between problem scenarios,
which are stories about a problem domain, as it exists
prior to, and design scenarios that convey a new vision
of the situation after technology introduction. Pruitt and
Adlin (2006) refer to Quesenbury’s (2006) definition of
different types of personas and to scenarios with
different levels of detail placed in a continuum between
evocative and prescriptive scenarios as well as along the
development process. Mulder and Yar (2006) propose
only one type of scenario that is an idealistic vision, that
describes each persona’s different journeys through a
website, the interactions and possibilities the persona is
met with, and the choices the persona makes.

serves industry workers. A third type of cafeteria is a mix
of the two.

Common for the authors the scenarios are evoked by
designers stepping into the users’ shoes, an engagement
that originates from the persona descriptions.

Both the documentary and the persona descriptions were
used in a two-day innovation workshop. The workshop
participants were canteen managers, concept developers,
marketing professionals, and engineers.

This segmentation of company cafeterias gave direction
to which cafeteria managers we should invite to
participate in a dynamic focus group (Halkier 2010). We
initiated four focus groups at different types of cafeterias
that each had 3 to 4 participants.
From the focus group 8 different themes were extracted
and two different types of cafeteria managers were
identified. The themes were presented in a 30-minutes
documentary film and the manager types in two persona
descriptions.

TWO CASES OF PERSONAS FOR CO-DESIGN
The workshops described in this paper are based on 10
Steps to Personas (Nielsen 2007). Key to the 10 steps are
scenarios, that are stories describing the persona’s
interaction with an interface or product. As a story the
scenario has a main character, a setting, a goal, it has
actions that lead to the goal, and it has obstacles that
hinder the way to the goal (Madsen and Nielsen 2009).
The two cases show different instances of users acting as
personas. In the first case the use of personas and the
involvement of users were created ad hoc to support the
wish of the client to include both personas and users in
the innovation process. The second case shows an
experimental use where a group of students wanted to try
the method in a facilitated workshop. The students
wanted to capture different attitudes and interactions
among various persona descriptions.
The two workshops thus show variations in the use of
having users act as personas and have different learning.

Figure 1: A user, concept developers, and an engineer discuss pain
points before innovating products for a given persona.

The workshop had the following course of events:
1.

Introduction to data.

2.

Viewing of the documentary. To get an
understanding of the domain, the participants
were asked to look for pain-points and note
them on small cards.

3.

A game. This was inspired by design games
(Brandt 2006) and used the cards with pain
points. The game enabled the participant to
discuss and align their understanding of the
different workflows in the cafeterias and
variances in attitudes towards food among the
cafeteria managers.

4.

Presentation of findings from the game.

5.

Introduction to the two personas

6.

Introduction to future situation. The situation is
phrased as an event that can begin a scenario.

7.

Participatory innovation from personas and with
scenarios.

8.

Presentation of ideas

ARLA AND NEW PRODUCTS
Arla Foods a.m.b.a. wanted to innovate within the
unknown area of company cafeterias. With the purpose
of initiating a user-driven innovation process for product
development, the following stages were implemented:
•
•
•
•

scientific data gathering,
understanding users and gathering data,
data analysis,
and an innovation workshop lasting two days.

From the initial data gathering it was found that overall
there are only a few different types of company
cafeterias: a type where the company pays a subsidy
towards the food, they often employ former chefs and the
company takes great interest in the employees health and
has a health policy. The employees are deducted a
monthly fee from their salary to cover their lunches. In
other types of company cafeterias, the employees pay for
what they eat directly. The company has no health policy
and do not subsidy the food. This type of cafeteria often
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9.

Ranking of ideas and common decisions on
which concepts to develop further.

All groups were mixed to cover a broad spectre of
knowledge and expertise. Even though the canteen
managers came on the second day of the workshop, they
entered the groups without hesitation and got engaged in
the creative process. It was easy for them to relate to the
persona descriptions and they felt on equal foot with the
designers.
THE SCENARIO

The scenarios forced the whole team to imagine a future
world and to create future solutions for the persona. The
persona description aligned the discussions and both
designers and cafeteria managers had to understand the
particular situations and needs for the persona. The
designers often asked the cafeteria managers about their
daily work processes, about their customers, and their
attitude towards food. The managers willingly provided
the information and they all concentrated on the persona
again.
Often the team spontaneously acted out little scenes in
order to try out design ideas from the personas point of
view.

DESIGNING A COMMUNICATION TOOL

Figure 2: The participant explains to the moderator how the persona
will act in the given scenario.

The aim of this project was to develop a tool that could
support communication between soccer trainers, kids,
and parents. Data was gathered from observations and
focus groups. From this two personas that had different
behaviour and media use were created as well as a
number of scenarios that varied in situation and context.
In a workshop setting a mother to a child who engage in
sports were asked to go through a set of scenarios for
each persona and create novel solutions to the problems
presented.
The workshop had the following procedure:
1.

The participant was asked to read the persona
description of the first persona Michael – a
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soccer dad. She commented on the description
“I know him, is it a real man?”. Thus implying
that the description was credible.
2.

She was then presented with cards that
represented different media e.g. Facebook, a
low-tech mobile, written lists, a smartphone.

3.

She was asked to read a situation and go
through it from the point of view of the persona.

4.

Step 3 was repeated several times.

5.

The participant was handed the second persona
description of Mette – a soccer mum - and
asked to read through it.

6.

She was again presented with a set of situations
and asked to go through them from the
persona’s point of view.

THE SCENARIOS
The facilitator (F) explains that the participant (P) has to do
a kind of role-play.
On the table in front of her are some cards
F: This is a little inspiration of the kind of communication
tools available.
The facilitators reads the situation aloud to the participant: It
is soccer day and Michael is at home ill with the flu, his
wife has to work late and there is no one to take his son
Mads to soccer training. Michael knows that Mads is eager
to go and will be very unhappy if they cancel. What does he
do?
P: I can’t remember what kind of phone he has
F: He has a smart phone
P: He would get hold of his parents (….)
F: What if they were on holiday
P: He would try some of the other children’s parents.
F: How would he do that?
P: He is a net-worker. I think he has their email, I don’t
know if Facebook is smart enough for him. But I think he
would get their emails from Facebook via his smartphone.
Yes that would be it.
F: So he is a friend with some of the other parents?
P: Yes because they have, at least some of them, not those
who are followed to soccer by their mum, but those who are
followed by their fathers. I think there is a kind of
community among them. Even if I don’t know anything
about football, I could imagine that. We don’t do football in
our family.
Example 1: transcript of the innovation process for the soccer dad
persona. (Author’s translation)

As it can be seen in example 1 the participant has no
problem in coming up with a scenario of how this
persona might solve the problem. She uses her
knowledge of how gender plays a role among the parents
and also who talks and relates to whom.
When the participant had gone through the different
situations, she had to go through the same situations for
the second persona.
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P: She gets hold of some of the other parents. Isn’t it so that
Mikkel (the son) went to kindergarten with some of the other
kids? She knows the parents.
F: How will she do that?
P: Mette hasn’t got a smartphone (…) She has got the
network on her phone. She is like me, it is under, the child’s
name first and then the parent’s name.
Example 2: transcript of the innovation process for the soccer mum
persona. (Author’s translation)

The facilitator acts as a game master who stops the play
and gives it new directions. This does not hinder the
participant in creating a story-line, she hesitates, but
quickly comes up with a new plot.
The participant had no problem in switching between the
two personas even though only one resembled her-self.
As it can be seen in example 2 she was able to draw on
her own behaviour and compared the persona’s
behaviour to her own. When she acted as the persona that
resembled her-self, she often commented on the likeness,
how she herself would react, and her own needs. At other
times she used her knowledge of other parents and their
preferences and behaviour.

DISCUSSION
In most literature on co-design users represent and act as
them-selves and/or designers act like users. Users are
viewed as domain experts and designers as innovation
experts. Using personas in co-design sessions seems to
have a positive influence on the relationship between
users and designers as it aligns their roles to incorporate
but user and innovator. Doing so takes the focus away
from the user similar to the use of puppets and masks
(Ylirisku and Buur 2007). With personas the user does
not need to put her-self on the line.
THE MODERATOR

Acting as a persona in a scenario has similarities with
role-playing as the character is created before the play is
performed and the scenario offers a pre-built world. In
the second case the moderator acts as a game master who
asks questions to the user. The questions of “what if”,
suddenly gives new directions to the scenario. As with
role-playing it is easy for the user to step into character
and the constraints helps guide the play (Medler 2010).
THE SITUATION FACILITATES THE SCENARIO

The two cases have very different procedures; the first
case was a group ideation process where most of the time
was spent stepping into the user’s shoes and having
discussions that lead to solutions. The procedure also
included spontaneous acting. The second case had a
process that were highly facilitated, a user in focus, and
it included a number of role-playing sessions, that
focused on reaching a goal that arose from the problems
raised in the various situations. Using the presented
media, the user created a linear plot – a scenario - that
led to the solution.

In both cases the situation helped to get the innovation
process started and gave direction to the solutions.
The two cases show how users 1) are able to act as
personas and produce innovative and creative solutions
both together with professional designers and alone. 2)
The descriptions enable designers and users to be
aligned, and at the same time support the users to
incorporate their experiences and knowledge of the
domain into the ideation process. 3) The participants use
their understanding of the domain to create
stories/scenarios both from the perspective of personas
that are similar to them, but also from personas that are
unlike themselves, as they are familiar with different
behaviours within the given design area.
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